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IN THIS EDITION
You are welcome to another issue of the newsletter Our 
Chamber, published by the Swedish-Polish Chamber of 
Commerce and devoted to our members.

We are thrilled and delighted to present a new strate-
gic partner of the Chamber – the leading European 
software house with a global presence, Software Mind. 
We have talked to Regional Business Manager Nordic, 
Jakub Śmietana, and Chief Innovation Officer, Damian 
Mazurek.

We will always, passionately and with great commitment, 
support all our members. Strategic partnership, how- 
ever, goes beyond what is included in the membership, 
https://svenskpolska.se/en/strategiska-partners-en/.

An integral and crucial part of our newsletter is a pres-
entation of new members. 

We also pay a tribute to one of our most long- standing 
member firms, the world leader in the rapidly changing 
environment of communications technology, Ericsson, 

and interview its Country Manager Poland Martin Mellor. 

In other highlights of this issue we deep dive into the op-
erations of the largest Polish speaking accounting ser-
vices firm in Sweden KAM Redovisning and interview its 
CEO Martin Krus, we talk to Tomasz Staszewski, found-
er and owner of the steel structure builder and adviser/
intermediary Tomsteel as well as to Tuomas Asunmaa, 
CEO of  Spondeo, a Finnish-Polish family-owned com-
pany, founded to provide support in entering Polish and 
CEE markets.

Lesslie offers innovative payment solutions for business-
es engaged in international trade. The company`s CEO 
Gunnar Rytterling has made a video recording for the 
newsletter Our Chamber, explaining benefits of collabo-
rating with Lesslie.

This is, of course, not everything we write about. You 
are, once again, warmly welcome to the third issue of the 
newsletter Our Chamber.
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We warmly welcome new members who have joined our community since the previous issue of the newsletter.

At the same time we wish to thank all our members, https://svenskpolska.se/en/vara-medlemmar-en/, for trusting us.

NEW MEMBERS

The strength of a chamber of commerce equals the strength of its members. Our task is to support and 
to nourish the Swedish-Polish business relations of our member firms and organizations, now encom-
passing also:

ByArb
ByArb is a boutique law firm specializing in dispute res-
olution and avoidance. It brings nearly two decades of 
international experience in delivering legal solutions to 
clients spanning over a dozen countries. Founded by 
Piotr Bytnerowicz, FCIArb, a seasoned expert in dispute 
resolution, ByArb addresses the demand for top-notch 
independent advocacy and other dispute resolution 
services in the CEE region. Piotr brings almost twenty 
years of experience gained at international law firms in 
Warsaw and London, as well as in-house in Western 
Australia. Most recently, he spent twelve years at the 
globally renowned White & Case, serving as lead coun-
sel on dozens of major disputes. ByArb distinguishes 
itself by offering the level of expertise and service syn-
onymous with top international law firms, coupled with 
the flexibility and cost efficiency unique to boutique out-
fits. Please contact founding partner Piotr Bytnerowicz, 
p.bytnerowicz@byarb.com.

Find out more

Acello
A consulting and advisory company specialized in Stra-
tegic Market Penetration for B2B Companies, mainly in 
IT, Finance, Manufacturing, and Tech Sectors. Accello 
is a strategic ally for international and domestic B2B 
enterprises focused on making a significant impact in 
the Swedish and Nordic markets. The Accello team’s 
approach combines deep industry knowledge with a nu-
anced understanding of each sector’s specific needs. 
This expertise is complemented by familiarity with the 
local business environment, positioning Accello as 
a highly knowledgeable partner in these markets. The 
company’s comprehensive approach includes con-
ducting market research, developing effective sales 
strategies, and crafting unique value propositions. 
A key service is the proactive booking of meetings with 
potential new customers, facilitating direct connections 
with important market players. Choosing Accello means 
partnering with a team that is dedicated to your success 
in the Swedish and Nordic markets. This commitment is 
backed by professional expertise and a practical under-
standing of the business landscape, ensuring your ven-
ture not only enters but makes a substantial impact in 
these markets. Please contact CEO Victoria Rentzhog, 
victoria@accello.se.

Find out more

SiSTAR Sylwia Startek Sibiga
Transport services within and between Poland and 
Sweden. Long and extensive experience in cross-bor-
der transports. Excellent contacts with Polish producers 
in a variety of sectors. Support to Swedish companies 
with interest in sourcing in Poland including verifying 
Polish suppliers in terms of quality and reliability. Poten-
tial to negotiate attractive prices and terms on behalf of 
Swedish purchasers. Please contact founder and owner 
Sylwia Sibiga, sylwia@sistar.pl.

Find out more

Noort Cargo Care
Reliable and comprehensive solutions at affordable 
prices within transport and logistics. Nearly 15 years of 
experience in the sector. The main strengths are time-
liness and care for the entrusted cargo. The company 
transports loads ranging from 1kg to 25t, in continental 
Europe, Scandinavia and the British Isles. It also trans-
ports cargo by sea, thanks to which it can handle every 
link of the transport chain. The broad range of services 
includes full truckload freight (tarpaulin or refrigerated 
containers), express delivery, oversized freight ship-
ping, bulk goods shipping, groupage as well as maritime 
and air freight forwarding. Please contact CEO Anna 
Lewicka, a.lewicka@noort.pl.

Find out more
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ConnectPoint
An integrator and software house dedicated to fostering 
sustainability and innovation in the industry, energy, and 
utility sectors. With extensive experience,the company 
operates not only as a software house but also as archi-
tects of custom-tailored solutions designed to elevate 
your business. “At ConnectPoint, we don’t just keep up 
with industry trends; we set them. Our unique approach 
involves seamlessly merging IT and automation sys-
tems, symbolized by our name, which reflects our ability 
to bridge two worlds—IT and OT. We excel in opera-
tional data collection and analysis, providing actionable 
insights that empower both operational teams and man-
agement. What truly sets us apart is our commitment to 
sustainability and operational excellence. We promote 
sustainability as an integral part of the digital transfor-
mation journey for companies. Specializing in integrat-
ing automation systems, we offer advanced warnings 
of potential anomalies, optimize production processes, 
and enhance energy efficiency. Our expertise extends 
to groundbreaking projects at the intersection of In-
dustry 4.0 and ESG (Environmental, Social, and Gov-
ernance) reporting. By strategically aligning our solu-
tions, we ensure that choosing ConnectPoint not only 
boosts your operational efficiency but also aligns with 
your sustainability goals and regulatory compliance.” 
Please contact Sales Director Agnieszka Szlemińska, 
agnieszka.szleminska@connectpoint.pl.

Find out more

Eureka Energy Systems
We have received the following description from the 
company: “Eureka is a Swedish company focusing on 
renewable energy and energy efficiency solutions. We 
focus on applications for heat capture and transforma-
tion of heat to electricity. There is a wide agreement that 
renewable energy is crucial in the challenge of transi-
tioning from oil and gas dependency, but it’s not enough 
to reach the net-zero target. We need to combine re-
newable energy with more efficient and smarter use of 
energy sources. Eureka provides sustainable solutions 
within waste heat recovery systems to power, low to 
medium temperature geothermal power, waste heat to 
Hydrogen production, heat pumps and industrial appli-
cations, that create profit for our customers and positive 
impact on the climate, reaching net-zero targets. Based 
on our technical capability and vast understanding of 
customers`processes, developed over many years, we 
combine our modularized standards with design flexibil-
ity that allows us to offer solutions in line with our cus-
tomers` specific needs. Whether it is new installations, 
retrofits or upgrades, by adopting Eureka´s energy ef-
ficient systems, global industry and geothermal power 
plants can enjoy short payback periods and a good re-
turn on investment, while cutting CO2 emissions. Eu-
reka’s systems are based on a technical platform that 
has been used in 41 installations in 8 countries totaling 
an installed capacity of 28 MWe.” Please contact CEO 
Peter Lundström, peter.lundstrom@eurekaenergy.se.

Food Collective AB
A full service commercial partner for FMCG (fast moving 
consumer goods) enterprises with an ambition to de-
velop their business in the Nordics.The company was 
founded with an idea to offer products and services to 
the grocery trade. It has increasingly developed into 
a consulting company that offers business-related ser-
vices to both Retail and HoReCa (hotels, restaurants 
and catering, in other words the whole food service in-
dustry). Food Collective offers a fully comprehensive 
range of go-to market services which include everything 
from retail analytics, assortment optimization, branding, 
sales and in-store execution, distribution and logistics 
to market strategy. The company states proudly on 
its website:”We bring you unique insight into the Nor-
dic market. With over 150 years of combined experi-
ence from successful launches, we are your perfect 
business partner for successfully establishing your 
brand in the Nordics. For business growth we strong-
ly believe in our structure where we combine well 
proven processeses with experienced people having 
a can-do attitude.” Please contact CEO Jenny Köpper, 
jenny.kopper@foodcollective.se.

Find out more

Find out more

https://www.linkedin.com/in/agnieszka-szlemi%C5%84ska-8b7564b6/
mailto:agnieszka.szleminska@connectpoint.pl
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mailto:jenny.kopper@foodcollective.se
https://www.eurekaenergy.se/home/
https://www.foodcollective.se/
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Himmelska bakery at Dana`s
Craft bakery located in Stockholm specialized in baking 
heavenly treats made with high-quality, fresh, natural 
ingredients and baked with passion and care. You can 
now indulge in delicious, healthy treats without com-
promising on quality or taste. Professional serving of 
delicacies during events, at maximum 200 portions at 
a time. Himmelska bakery will from now on serve its de-
licious products in connection to all events organized by 
the Chamber. Believe us - you do not wish to miss their 
cheesecake! Please contact founder and owner Dana 
Rogoza, dana@himmelska.se.

Find out more

Polish IT Pros Stockholm
A newly created group, aiming at gathering IT profes-
sionals with a Polish background for networking, mu-
tual support and fun. The group has so far had its first 
two, very successful, meetings and plans to come to-
gether monthly. The initiative comes from the CEO of 
one of our member firms, Jacek Ziółkowski, and the 
response to his idea has already been overwhelming. 
Are you also interested to join the group or would you 
just like to say hi? Please contact Jacek Ziolkowski, 
jacek.ziolkowski25@gmail.com.

Find out more

Inonom
Inonom helps, through coaching and transformation, 
Tech companies to generate more leads and close 
more deals. The founder, Mikael Wällstedt, is an en-
trepreneur who has coached +100 executives, lever-
aging +25 years’ experience in international B2B sales 
within Tech. He is an active Board member with ex-
perience from several sectors and key domain exper-
tise within B2B Saas, software development as well 
as digital transformation. He has acquired extensive 
experience in industries such as insurance, finance, 
logistics, IT security, telecom, and shipping. Mikael is 
a certified business coach with an M.Sc in Innovation 
Management. Please contact founder Mikael Wällstedt, 
mikael.wallstedt@inonom.com. 

Find out more

IP Kiosk Intellectual Property Concepts
IP KIOSK Intellectual Property Concepts helps enter-
prises and individuals to develop protection strategies 
aiming at protection of ideas, intangible assets and 
brands – in Poland, and abroad. The company dedi-
cates its time to develop the clients` businesses by 
matchmaking appropriate intellectual property tools. 
IP KIOSK Intellectual Property Concepts is unique by 
covering the absolutely entire process in areas such 
as copyrights, trademarks, branding, designs, IP rights 
strategy as well as contracts and agreements. It also 
arranges lectures, seminars and workshops deepening 
knowledge and raising awareness of the functioning 
of intellectual property rights. Please contact Adrianna 
Ziecik, adrianna@ziecik.pl.

Find out more

https://www.linkedin.com/in/dana-rogoza/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dana-rogoza/
mailto:dana@himmelska.se
https://www.himmelska.se/
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mailto:jacek.ziolkowski25@gmail.com
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/ACoAAABhJbcBLJiWlbEbyQElO-gDSnkqUp38x4c
mailto:mikael.wallstedt@inonom.com
https://inonom.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/adrianna-ziecik-21891b1/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/adrianna-ziecik-21891b1/
mailto:adrianna@ziecik.pl
https://ziecik.pl/
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Konferens Torsgatan 
A conference event facility, situated in Bonnierhuset at 
Torsgatan 21, about 12 minutes walk from Stockholm 
Central Station.It offers conference rooms in various 
sizes from a small room for 12 people to an auditorium 
that holds 250 people. The conference facility is com-
pletely newly renovated with a lovely atmosphere in 
the inner atrium, Ljusgården, that surrounds the meet-
ing rooms. Every detail has been carefully designed 
to create an inspiring conference experience. Here 
you will receive a personal welcome and profession-
al service. All refreshments such as coffee and lunch 
are served on site. Dedicated conference staff is avail-
able to make sure your meetings or conferences run 
smoothly. They can arrange everything from placing 
furniture, serving food and drinks, to picking up and 
dropping off the venue. To get the discount please email 
konferens@bonnierfastigheter.se and refer to Swedish-
Polish Chamber of Commerce.

Izabela Andrzejewska-Czernek (tax consultant)
Izabela is a PhD in tax law, attorney at law and board 
member of the Polish Branch of International Fiscal 
Association (IFA). Izabela has almost 20 years of ex-
perience in the tax advisory industry. She advises 
companies (including financial institutions, the telecom-
munications and automotive sectors, SMEs and start-
ups) as well as individuals. She is also actively involved 
in activities for the development and improvement of the 
quality of tax law in Poland. She has authored or co-au-
thored 12 books and dozens of academic articles on 
tax law. Her areas of specialization include both inter-
national and Polish tax law. Please contact Izabela by 
emailing andrzejewska.czernek@gmail.com.

Find out more

Find out more

Lakeway Link
A new Swedish shipping company, founded by Walle-
nius Marine AB and Greencarrier. Lakeway Link will be 
launching at the beginning of 2024 a unique maritime 
connection between Poland and Sweden for the trans-
portation of cargo and will be offering four departures 
a week in each direction. The journey will take approx. 
30 hours. Roll-on/roll-off vessels will transport anything 
that can be packed onto a trailer, including high and 
heavy cargo, the entire way from Gdynia to Västerås 
and Södertälje, through Mälaren, and vice versa. Initially, 
transportation will be carried out using chartered roll-on/
roll-off vessels. From 2026 onwards Lakeway Link will 
be using its own custom designed vessels, optimised 
for the new locks leading into Lake Mälaren and offering 
significantly higher capacity as well as transportation 
efficiency. To minimise emissions during the journeys, 
the company is exploring ways of using liquid biogas 
(LBG) as fuel. Calculations by the consulting compa-
ny Sigma show that Lakeway Link`s solution, even with 
current vessels, leads to at least 50 percent lower cli-
mate emissions per unit transported from Warsaw to 
Västerås compared to conventional truck transporta-
tion by road. Please contact CEO Fredrik Hermansson, 
fredrik.hermansson@lakewaylink.com.

Find out more

Pliny Lozére (Ostbricka Stockholm) 
“We deliver luxurious cheese platters in Stockholm. We 
have collected the finest cheeses from all over the world 
and present them on our elegant cheese boards. Our 
passion is to share our love of cheese with our cus-
tomers and to give them a unique experience. Order 
a cheese platter from us to get a taste experience beyond 
the ordinary. On our website, https://ostbricka.se/, you 
can choose between ready-packaged cheese platters 
or you can build your own cheese platter. If you choose 
to build your own cheese platter, you have the opportu-
nity to adapt it completely to your own preferences and 
tastes. Ostbricka Stockholm - our cheese platters are 
perfect as a delicacy at the party, as a gourmet dinner 
with friends or as a special surprise for someone you 
care about.”Ostbricka Stockholm offers, in connection 
to deliveries in Stockholm, an exclusive 10% discount to 
all Chamber members and connections until 29 Febru-
ary 2024. Simply use the code HANDELSKAMMAREN 
at the checkout on the website, https://ostbricka.se/, to 
enjoy the discount on the company’s curated selection 
of cheese delights.

Find out more

mailto:konferens@bonnierfastigheter.se
mailto:andrzejewska.czernek@gmail.com
https://www.bonnierfastigheter.se/kunderbjudande/konferens-torsgatan/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dr-izabela-andrzejewska-czernek-822801a/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/fredrik-hermansson1/
mailto:redrik.hermansson@lakewaylink.com
https://lakewaylink.com/
https://ostbricka.se/
https://ostbricka.se/
https://ostbricka.se/
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Unity Cyber Collective
A premier cybersecurity service provider dedicated 
to enhancing digital security and resilience. “At Unity 
Cyber Collective, cybersecurity isn’t just about protec-
tion; it’s about empowering businesses in an increas-
ingly digital world. Our approach combines advanced 
technology with expert human insights, creating 
a fortress around your digital assets. We specialize in 
a comprehensive suite of services, including threat-guid-
ed detection, tailored threat landscape development, 
and customized incident response planning. Our offer-
ings are not just about responding to threats, but pro-
actively outmaneuvering them. We believe in a holistic 
approach to cybersecurity, focusing not only on techni-
cal defenses but also on empowering your team with 
knowledge and skills. Our expertise includes conduct-
ing offensive testing in client environments, simulating 
real-world attack scenarios to ensure your defenses 
are unbreachable. Unity Cyber Collective’s commit-
ment goes beyond securing your immediate environ-
ment; we are dedicated to shaping a safer digital fu-
ture for your organization. By entrusting us with your 
cybersecurity needs, you’re not just securing your 
present; you’re investing in a resilient, secure future.” 
Please reach out to contact@unitycybercollective.com.” 
Please contact founder and CTO Konrad Kaluzny, 
konradkaluzny@unitycybersec.com.

Find out more

Valleyberg Studio
Valleyberg Studio, based in Stockholm, is at the fore-
front of XR prototyping, specializing in immersive VR 
and AR experiences. The company states proudly: “Our 
passion lies in user-centric design and harnessing cut-
ting-edge technology to craft exceptional experiences. 
From designing prototypes to delivering tailored vir-
tual reality solutions, including corporate training and 
immersive seminars showcasing the potential of VR 
in various industries, we’re committed to transforming 
ideas into unforgettable virtual realities. Reach out to 
us to explore how we can revolutionize your XR ambi-
tions. Let’s create a path from the Valley of your Ideas 
to the Top of the Success mountain. Valleyberg Studio 
is dedicated to supporting fellow members and connec-
tions of the Swedish-Polish Chamber of Commerce. As 
a gesture of our commitment, exclusive special deals 
and tailored packages will always be available for 
Chamber members as well as contacts of the Chamber. 
We invite you to explore our immersive XR solutions 
and discover how our specialized services can elevate 
your projects. Get in touch with us at contact@valley-
berg.com and add in the subject line “Chamber” and 
your subject to unlock these exclusive offers and revo-
lutionize your XR experience.”

Find out more

Magnusson Minds
A portal for professional advice which offers support in 
structuring, prioritising as well as assessing and pro-
vidides concrete advice on how to act or not to act. 
Exceptionally sophisticated counselling combined with 
a unique hands-on approach and independent col-
laboration with other first-class professionals. More 
than three decades of experience in advising Swed-
ish and international clients on a variety of complex 
legal matters. The track record also includes starting, 
running and developing business across more than 
10 different countries. Services consist of for instance 
mediation, Swedish and international conflict reso-
lution, support in connection to negotiations, project 
management, strategic advice and business develop-
ment as well as counselling in the capacity as trust-
ed adviser. Please contact founder Per Magnusson, 
per.magnusson@magnussonminds.com.

Find out more

Weronika Sikora
A Project Manager with 7+ years of experience in the 
Higher Education sector. Skilled in writing and man-
aging EU funded projects. Weronika helped WSG 
University to grow and strengthen international coop-
eration by acquiring new partnerships and offering 
new study destinations in Latin America, Europe, Asia 
and Africa. An international environment is where she 
feels best. Weronika has studied in England, Finland, 
and Poland, and is a Business Management graduate 
and Master of Economics. Fluent in English, Spanish 
and Polish, she is currently building her proficiency 
in Swedish. She recently joined the editorial team of 
the newsletter Our Chamber and is currently looking 
for opportunities in Sweden. You can contact her at 
weronika.sikora.m@gmail.com.

Find out more

mailto:contact@unitycybercollective.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/konradkaluzny/
mailto:konradkaluzny@unitycybersec.com
https://www.valleyberg.com/
mailto:contact@valleyberg.com
mailto:contact@valleyberg.com
https://lakewaylink.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/magnussonminds/
mailto:per.magnusson@magnussonminds.com
https://magnussonminds.com/
mailto:weronika.sikora.m@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/wsikora/
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Market Ecology Sweden
The company executes Sustainable Management pro-
jects that accomplish continuous improvement of client 
business, knowledge base, and management. Thanks 
to the company`s expertise the financial, environmen-
tal and social value is increased. Market Ecology Swe-
den`s main area of work is related to management sys-
tems, EHS/ESG auditing of organizations/operations, 
legal compliance assessments, EHS process develop-
ment and improvement as well as Due Diligence as-
sessments in mergers and acquisitions (M&A´s) and in 
real estate transactions. In addition, the company uses 
its experience and capabilities to develop and manage 
the systematic Environmental, Health & Safety and 
Sustainability work in organizations to help its clients 
reach their goals and continuously improve their perfor-
mance and become Sustainable. Market Ecology Swe-
den also supports companies in their sustainability work 
related to strategy and goals, assessment of suppliers, 
sustainability risk assessments, and sustainability re-
porting.With true diligence and passion for transactions 
Market Ecology Sweden uses its interpersonal skills, 
experience and entrepreneurial skills to deliver cost-ef-
fective and competent advice to clients that surpass ex-
pectations. Please contact founder and CEO Tomasz 
Halkiewicz, th@marketecology.se.

Find out more

TSLOGISTIC
A Polish Logistics, Transportation, Supply Chain and 
Storage company with headquarters in Poznań and 
offices in Gdynia, Katowice, Kraków, Lublin, Słubice, 
Warszawa as well as in Wrocław. TSLOGISTIC pro-
vides its customers with a wide range of professional 
freight forwarding services and since it is constantly 
developing, the range of its services is continuously 
expanding. Currently they provide supply chain man-
agement, warehousing also road, sea and air transport 
as well as full oversize transport. The company`s com-
prehensive offer includes optimization of costs and set-
ting of processes, personalized service and transport 
counselling, customs and insurance.  TSLOGISTIC is a 
member of the world biggest logistic organizations IATA 
and WCA. The quality of its service is also proved by 
ISO 9001:2015 and ISO 28000:2007. Please contact 
CEO Maciej Seiffert, maciej.seiffert@tslogistic.com.pl.

VirtusLab
Specialising in consulting and engineering for backend 
and microservices applications, VirtusLab utilises Sca-
la, Java, and Kotlin. The company`s proficiency extends 
to DevOps, cloud engineering, and front-end develop-
ment with a focus on UX/UI, data, and AI.Since 2010, 
VirtusLab has been a trusted partner in constructing 
and maintaining cutting-edge business systems. Be-
yond delivering sophisticated solutions, the company 
excels at driving significant change in the way its part-
ners use technology. VirtusLab is also dedicated to 
helping organizations build efficient, modern engineer-
ing capabilities.The company`s global impact is evident 
in its ability to guide clients through every phase of their 
digital journey. You can learn more about the transform-
ative possibilities offered by this dynamic partnership 
by contacting Business Development Manager, Paweł 
Urba, purba@virtuslab.com or Team Lead of Business 
Development, Mikaela Hägg, mhagg@virtuslab.com.

Find out more

Find out more

https://www.linkedin.com/in/tomasz-halkiewicz-6782b15/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tomasz-halkiewicz-6782b15/
mailto:th@marketecology.se
https://www.linkedin.com/company/market-ecology-sweden-ab/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/maciejseiffert/
mailto:maciej.seiffert@tslogistic.com.pl
https://www.linkedin.com/in/pawel-urba/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/pawel-urba/
mailto:purba%40virtuslab.com?subject=
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mikaela-h%C3%A4gg-17832a46/
mailto:mhagg@virtuslab.com
https://tslogistic.com.pl/?lang=en
https://virtuslab.com/
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KRZYMOWSKI advokater
A family operated business law firm established in 2010,
based in Stockholm, offering service in Swedish, English 
and Polish. The firm`s three partners all hold juris doc-
tor (LL.D) degrees from Stockholm or Uppsala univer-
sity. Combining a passion for the law with experience, 
KRZYMOWSKI Advokater are committed to providing 
services tailored to meet the diverse needs of all types 
of clients. The firm has more than a decade of experi-
ence in assisting clients in legal matters. Below there is 
some more information about its fields of expertise and 
services. Commercial Dispute Resolution - effective 
and strategic solutions to resolve conflicts, efficiently 
protecting the interests of the firm`s clients and handling 
both litigation and arbitration proceedings. Real Estate 
Transactions and Lease Law - expert guidance and 
support in navigating the complexities of property-relat-
ed matters. Merger and Acquisitions - KRZYMOWSKI 
advokater excels in advising on mergers and acquisi-
tions, providing in-depth insights and meticulous atten-
tion to detail in structuring transactions to achieve the 
best outcomes. Distribution Agreements and Agency 
Structures - the firm offers guidance in creating robust 
distribution agreements and agency structures, facili-
tating successful partnerships for clients.  Expert Opin-
ions - KRZYMOWSKI advokater`s team of seasoned 
lawyers provides expert opinions to address intricate 
legal issues, offering invaluable clarity and guidance 
to clients. Internal Investigations - thorough internal in-
vestigations the firm ensures corporate compliance and 
integrity, safeguarding the reputation and interests of 
clients. Corporate Taxation and Transaction Structur-
ing - KRZYMOWSKI Advokater offers comprehensive 
expertise and optimizes financial strategies. Please 
contact co-founder and partner, Antonia Krzymowska, 
antonia@krzymowski.com.

Find out more

Trineo
A Polish IT company with an international client base, 
established in 2014. It specializes in software develop-
ment, systems design, and IoT devices. The company 
employs over 40 IT industry professionals working on 
innovative projects for clients in the USA and Europe, 
executed to the highest quality standards. Trineo sup-
ports clients in sectors such as IT, security systems, 
telecommunications, industry, and industrial insurance. 
The company delivers cutting-edge technological solu-
tions that enhance business process optimization and 
increase corporate efficiency. This year, for the sec-
ond consecutive time, Trineo has been honored in the 
“Forbes Diamonds” ranking and has also been listed in 
the 2023 Business Gazelles of Puls Biznesu – a pres-
tigious ranking by the business daily. “These recogni-
tions are a testament to our commitment to our clients’ 
development. Innovation and flexibility are Trineo’s core 
values, manifesting in our approach to solution design 
and implementation, allowing us to meet market and cli-
ent demands. Our achievements are attributed to our 
dedicated staff, whose satisfaction and development 
we continuously prioritize, directly impacting the quality 
and effectiveness of our solutions. Trineo is more than 
an IT company; we are a business partner supporting 
clients in their growth. By gaining industry recognition 
and prestigious awards, Trineo reaffirms its position 
as an effective partner delivering innovative solutions.” 
Please contact Co-founder and CEO Piotr Orzechowski, 
piotr.orzechowski@trineo.pl.

Find out more

https://www.linkedin.com/in/antonia-krzymowska-10829a102/
mailto:antonia@krzymowski.com
https://www.krzymowski.com/jurister.php
https://www.linkedin.com/in/orzechowskipiotr/
mailto:piotr.orzechowski@trineo.pl
https://trineo.pl/
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Connector Germany
The company connects predominantly Polish enter-
prises with German and international enterprises, in-
stitutions and corporations and introduces them in the 
German market as well as in other European markets.  
Connector Germany helps to develop existing Polish 
businesses abroad and provides them with an expe-
rienced team of advisors, lawyers, tax advisors, nota-
ries and employees of institutions throughout Germany 
and other European countries. In Germany the com-
pany takes care of its clients’ image with the support 
of German-speaking copywriters, graphic designers 
and communication specialists. Connector Germa-
ny organizes training, economic missions, study trips, 
meetings with selected business partners and events 
related to operating on foreign markets and establishing 
contacts with contractors. The main activities include 
market analysis, coordination of the opening of com-
panies in Germany (limited liability companies - Ger-
man GmbH), and sales activities for the clients. Please 
contact the founder and owner Jolanta Zukowska, 
zukowska@connectorgermany.com.

Find out more

DAC.digital
DAC.digital is one of Europe’s fastest-growing soft-
ware and deep tech companies, certified to ISO 13485 
and ISO 27001, awarded by Deloitte, Financial Times, 
Clutch, and others. The company offers collaboration 
with top-notch engineering teams as well as design, 
build, and scale products which help its clients solve 
business and tech problems. A dynamic team of engi-
neers and visionaries is driving DAC.digital’s journey by 
embracing cutting-edge technologies, such as robot-
ics, generative AI, machine learning, computer vision, 
embedded systems, and more. Among dozens of deep 
tech and R&D projects that DAC.digital has delivered 
for startups, scaleups and enterprises over the last 14 
years, it can be mentioned that the company has helped 
to design a drone-based solution with an object-recog-
nition and mapping capability for a forestry company, 
a data-driven microservice platform for African ag-
ricultural resilience and a body-operating precision 
robot dealing with low-resolution video streams for 
the beauty industry. This diversification fuels DAC.
digital`s commitment to redefining industry norms 
through ground-breaking deep tech solutions. Please 
contact Head of Business Development Daniel Bak, 
daniel.bak@dac.digital.

Find out more

https://www.linkedin.com/in/jolantazukowska/
mailto:zukowska%40connectorgermany.com?subject=
https://www.linkedin.com/company/connector-germany/posts/?feedView=all
https://www.linkedin.com/in/danbk/
mailto:daniel.bak@dac.digital
https://dac.digital/
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Our Chamber:
What’s Ericsson’s history in Poland? 

Martin Mellor:
Ericsson has a long and proud history in Poland and we 
have been innovating for 120 years. We started the first 
voice switchboard in 1904 when a 5km radius cable duct 
imported from Sweden was laid in Warsaw and voice 
calls started. This was successful and quickly expanded 
to other towns. Ericsson has always supported diversity 
in the workplace and we had 171 women switchboard 
operators who became known as the Swedish ladies. 
There are still memories of this in Warsaw today and 

MEET A MEMBER

Ericsson is a global company and world leader in the rapidly changing environment of communications tech-
nology by providing hardware, software, and services to enable the full value of connectivity.

Key facts:

● Global headquarters: Stockholm, Sweden 
● Business operations: 175 countries 
● Net sales for the full year 2022: 271.5 billion SEK
● Listed: Nasdaq Stockholm and Nasdaq New York 
● Number of employees worldwide: more than 100 000 

Ericsson History:

Ericsson in Poland:

there are many manhole covers with the original Erics-
son logo throughout the city. During the times of mobile 
communication we have been market leaders for 2G, 
3G, 4G and now 5G providing voice, video and data ser-
vices across Poland.

Our Chamber:
Ericsson has extensive R&D activities in Poland. Why in 
this particular location and what are Poland’s advantag-
es from your point of view?

Martin Mellor:
Ericsson has 1800 software development engineers 

The company was founded in 1876 in Stockholm by Lars Magnus Ericsson. Just two years later, he sold the first phone 
he produced. In 1881, Ericsson signed the first large contracts in Norway, Russia and Sweden. At the beginning of the 
20th century, Lars Magnus Ericsson’s company employed over 1,000 people.

Since the dawn of telecommunications, the company has put enormous time and effort into collaborating with others to 
set open standards that make global communications and connections possible.

“In the beginning, we revolutionized analogue communications with new switching techniques and technology. When 
the digital revolution came we were first there too. When broadband was in its infancy we were already working on the 
technology that would become 3G, and we were developing 4G long before the smartphone became ubiquitous.” 

The first Ericsson telephone exchange was launched in Warsaw at Zielna Street in 1904. Nowadays the company has 
two research and development centers in Poland: in Łódź and Kraków and employs nearly 2,000 engineers responsible 
for the development of subsequent Ericsson ICT products used around the world.

“From day one, we have been committed to innova-
tion and to the global ecosystems that support it.”

Our Chamber has interviewed Martin Mellor, Country Manager at Ericsson Poland. 

By Ewa Sienkiewicz
World leader in communications technology

https://ebury.com/
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working in Krakow and Łódz developing radio software 
for customers worldwide. They develop software in all 
radio technologies and they work with major mobile op-
erators in all countries including Poland. In terms of the 
Polish advantages these engineers are part of a team 
that has worked for Ericsson for over 25 years and trust, 
respect and recognition of the Polish software skills 
has been developed over this time. Polish universities 
produce excellent graduates and Poland is well known 
for having high quality mathematics and software ex-
perts. The Polish engineers share the same values and 
same approach to putting our customer first. With the 
strong contribution from the Polish team we are see-
ing more global appointments with Polish managers. 
Ericsson also has 4G, 5G and baseband production in 
Tczew with our partner FLEX. This year we produced 
the 1,000,000th radio at the factory and these radios 
and basebands power 4G and 5G mobile networks all 
over Europe.

Our Chamber:
How do you envisage Ericsson’s future in Poland and 
globally?

Martin Mellor:
The digitalized enterprise will be based on 5G which 
is the world’s largest open innovation platform. 5G has 

been the fastest deployed of all mobile technologies and 
will bring benefit to consumers and enterprises. Poland 
has much to gain from 5G because of the large number 
of factories and they will all be using 5G to become more 
efficient and grow revenues. Worldwide there will be 1.3 
billion 5G subscriptions by the end of 2023 and our mo-
bility report predicts 4,3 billion 5G subscriptions by 2028. 
Poland has completed the 5G auctions and Polish mobile 
operators will have 5G services starting during Q1 2024. 
This will provide a boost to the Polish economy and we 
are ready with Ericsson’s market leading technology to 
contribute to the construction of the Polish 5G network.

Our Chamber:
Do you think that the ties between Sweden and Poland 
will deepen in the future and if yes, what are the main 
drivers of such development?

Martin Mellor:
I do think the ties between Sweden and Poland will 
deepen in the future and this will be based on the exist-
ing strong ties with major Swedish companies investing 
in Poland. These are across technology, transportation, 
defence, healthcare and the main drivers are a common 
focus on innovation and environmental issues. 

Martin Mellor
Country Manager at Ericsson Poland
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By Martyna Skowrońska
The largest Polish-speaking accounting services firm in Sweden

KAM Redovisning AB is Sweden’s largest accounting services firm with extensive Polish language capabilities. The 
company specializes in presenting economic processes in a simple and understandable way. In addition to the usual 
bookkeeping and payroll services, Kam Redovisning AB assists with the registration of foreign companies in Sweden as 
well as the establishment of local entities.

Other services are for instance business and tax advice, but also support to clients in dealing with Swedish Authorities 
and Institutions, such as Skatteverket, Migrationsverket and Arbetsmiljöverket.

One of the most important elements involved in running a business is the company’s accounting.  However, finding an 
accounting services firm that is able to adequately support a client with an international business can often be a chal-
lenge. We have had the opportunity to discuss this topic with founder and CEO of KAM Redovisning AB Martin Krus.

Our Chamber:
What, in your opinion, influences the choice of an ac-
counting firm and why do so many Polish entrepreneurs 
choose your services?

Martin Krus:
As an accounting firm with many years of experience, we 
realize that choosing the right partner to handle account-
ing matters can be crucial for the development of any 
company. Our clients can outsource to us both full and 
partial accounting services, payroll management, com-
pany registration, as well as receive support with eco-
nomic and tax advice. Our approach focuses on adapting 
our services to the requirements of each client, which al-
lows us to better understand the needs and expectations 
of entrepreneurs. As a result, this translates into custom-
er satisfaction and long-term business relationships.

Our Chamber:
How does Kam Redovisning AB keep up withever-chang-
ing regulations?

Martin Krus:
The experience and knowledge of our qualified employ-
ees is a key factor in choosing our company. Thanks to 
the continuous improvement of our qualifications, we 
can provide comprehensive support also to Polish en-
trepreneurs.
As members of the SRF (Swedish Accounting Feder-
ation), we place great emphasis on transparency and 
integrity in our operations. We go to great lengths to en-
sure that our services are always in line with current reg-
ulations and standards. In addition, we focus on modern 
technological solutions that allow us to serve our clients 
even more efficiently.
Finally, our company enjoys a good reputation and rec-
ognition among clients who appreciate our profession-
al approach and high quality of services. All this makes 
Polish entrepreneurs willing to use our services and rec-
ommend us to their business partners.

https://www.epiroc.com/
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Martin Krus
Founder and CEO

Our Chamber:
Which clients, in terms of industry but also type of busi-
ness, can best benefit from your services? Does KAM 
provide package s for a particular client group?

Martin Krus:
Our services are aimed at a wide range of clients, from 
small and medium-sized companies to international pub-
lic-listed companies. Larger companies are clients from 
the construction industry, but we have experience in 
serving any industry whether industrial, service or IT. 
Whatever the industry or type of business, our services 
are tailored to help you succeed in your business. The 
firm offers a variety of accounting packages to suit the 
needs and requirements of different client groups. We 
also strive to provide flexibility in the services available 
so that clients can choose the option that best suits their 
needs.

Our Chamber:
How would you assess the work of our Chamber? 

Have you been able to reach new customers through our 
activities?

Martin Krus:
The Chamber is committed to supporting the develop-
ment of Swedish-Polish business relations. The Cham-
ber’s initiatives allow for the exchange of knowledge, 
experience, and the establishment of valuable business 
contacts, which certainly has an impact on business de-
velopment. By taking advantage of these opportunities, 
we have been able to reach a wide audience that previ-
ously had no opportunity to get to know our offer. 
Our company is constantly evolving and adapting to the 
needs of our customers so that our services are best 
suited to their expectations. We are happy to reach out 
to more and more customers and support their activities 
in Sweden. 
Our priority is always customer satisfaction, and we 
strive to build long-term relationships that are based on 
trust and offer the highest quality of service.
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Gunnar Rytterling
Co-Founder and CEO

By The Editorial Team

Save time and money on your international transactions - optimize 
your business with Lesslie PAY

Lesslie Technologies is one of Sweden’s fastest-growing Fintech companies, which has developed the payment plat-
form “Lesslie PAY” to help small to medium sized businesses involved in international trade to save time and money on 
their cross-border payments. By using Lesslie PAY your business will benefit from:

Get Lesslie PAY for free - your painless payment platform for cross-border transactions.

Our Chamber has asked Gunnar Rytterling, Lesslie’s co-founder and CEO, to explain to our readers 
the benefits of collaborating with Lesslie. Gunnar chose to answer us by recording a video:

● Reduced banking fees - a 30% reduction in currency
exchange fees compared to traditional Swedish banks
● Less administration - easier and automated book- 
keeping for all your international transactions
● Streamlined payments
● One multi-currency account

https://www.epiroc.com/
https://emea01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flesslie.se%2Fen%2F&data=05%7C02%7C%7C2f2e9d78038644af8dcd08dc1a65551b%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C638414269741869236%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=sKCUyIS9zfxZIo6maHsRNG6bqM4LmdgB%2BELBx1TQRzY%3D&reserved=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DzCnwsTjHSA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DzCnwsTjHSA
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By Jerry Ralowski
AI software services partner of Nordic companies

Key facts:

● 10+ Research and Development centers worldwide
● 20+ years of innovation
● 250+ clients trusting the company
● 1000+ delivered projects
● 1200+ talented experts

Software Mind, a leading European software house with a global presence, is reimagining tomorrow by providing com-
panies with cross-functional development teams who can write high-quality software, help deliver innovative solutions, 
and drive digital transformations. The company boosts software delivery by specializing in cloud computing, AI, embed-
ded software, and data science technologies, to name a few. Software Mind teams embrace openness and sustainability 
and are always dedicated to understanding the vision of their business partner.

We have interviewed Regional Business Manager Nordics Jakub Śmietana and Chief Innovation Officer 
Damian Mazurek (for follow-up questions please contact jakub.smietana@softwaremind.com).

Damian Mazurek Jakub Śmietana
Chief Innovation Officer Regional Business Manager Nordics

Our Chamber:
Software Mind has an impressive presence in many Eu-
ropean countries and the Americas. What do you find 
attractive in the Swedish market, and what are the char-
acteristics of this market in your view? 

Jakub Śmietana:
Software Mind has successfully developed software for 
clients from different countries and industries since 1999. 
In the Nordics we have many thriving ongoing collabo-
rations. Our area of operation extends beyond Sweden, 
as we aim to establish ourselves as a trusted software 
house in Norway, Finland and Denmark by cooperating 
with top companies in these countries. Nordic countries 
have become a hub for startups and innovation, with 

a booming entrepreneurial ecosystem and a balanced 
business landscape featuring established enterprises. 
The Swedish market is where we are focusing most of 
our activities presently, but we are also planning to ex-
pand our existing cooperation with businesses in other 
Nordic countries. People in Sweden, just like throughout 
the region, are open-minded regarding new technologies 
like AI, and we see a strong match in terms of our beliefs 
and missions. While talking with Swedes, I quickly real-
ized we have a similar approach to life and business. In 
Sweden everyone instinctively seeks out partners and 
environments that drive them in a positive direction, are 
success-oriented, and, at the same time, passionate 
about what they do. This is the business environment we 
are looking for.

mailto:jakub.smietana@softwaremind.com
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Our Chamber:
What are your plans for Sweden and the Nordics? 

Jakub Śmietana:
We want to increase our regional presence and look for 
new opportunities to share expertise and expand our 
services in the Nordics. Strong collaboration is essential, 
not only with the Chamber but also with AI-focused com-
panies, startups and business communities. Our team 
has vast experience and technological expertise and is 
eager to share this knowledge. The plan for 2024 is to or-
ganize various initiatives, including events, meetups and 
technology workshops.  Our goals are to build a stronger 
network and facilitate a significant exchange of knowl-
edge.
Another objective is to increase our market share by em-
phasizing our AI development, digital transformation and 
consulting services, which aim to improve and automate 
the SDLC (Software Development Life Cycle) process. 
By building on a solid base of ongoing collaborations, 
working diligently, demonstrating professionalism and in-
creasing Software Mind’s exposure, we want to become 
the best software development option for Nordic compa-
nies seeking to improve the quality, speed and efficiency 
of software delivery.  
 
Our business team in Sweden is already available for 
meetings every day. A local presence helps us to better 
understand our partners’ needs and provide more effec-
tive solutions. Looking at our past experiences, we know 
this is a winning approach.

Our Chamber:
Software Mind has invested heavily in capabilities in ar-
eas such as AI and Machine Learning. Can you give us 
a few examples of recent assignments and activities?

Damian Mazurek:
AI has become a popular topic in the last 12 months, 
thanks to OpenAI and ChatGPT. The reason is that 
ChatGPT has succeeded in making AI more accessible 
to non-technical people. However, the development of 
this technology has been ongoing for years. My team and 
I have been focusing on AI for quite some time, as I am 
sure the new generation of artificial intelligence will lead 
to another technological revolution. Therefore, I have 
devoted myself to researching and experimenting in this 
field. Now that Software Mind has a solid foundation, we 

have decided to develop our expertise in AI further.  
 
Thanks to our collaborative efforts, we have become 
a leader in developing solutions based on large language 
models (LLMs) and successfully delivered some fan-
tastic projects. You can find detailed information about 
some of them on our dedicated AI webpage under the 
“Case Studies” section. However, I will briefly mention 
three Software Mind projects that successfully highlight 
what AI is capable of:
 
- An AI project that assists doctors in evaluating patients’ 
symptoms by conducting initial interviews and analyzing 
symptoms, resulting in expedited diagnoses and faster 
processes.
 
- An AI project that helps to qualify metal categories to 
remove potential categorization errors, thereby saving 
millions of euros.  
 
- An AI project that manages organic breeding, enabling 
swifter reactions to variables that can lead to animal re-
production terminations.   
 
I’ve only scratched the surface here, as I don’t want to 
bore readers with too much detail. However, I hope you 
can still understand my earlier point. We aim to create 
solutions that positively impact lives and the world while 
being practical and helpful.

Our Chamber:
What would be the most exciting trend in artificial intelli-
gence worth following for the upcoming months?  

Damian Mazurek:
Artificial Intelligence is here to stay for good as it’s not a 
short-term fad. According to Brainy Insights, the genera-
tive AI market is projected to reach $188.62 billion USD 
globally by 2032. There are a few interesting AI trends for 
2024, for example, the advancements of AI in the field of 
robotics or the influence it will have on various industries 
such as healthcare and finance, but I would like to under-
line three exciting trends – AI-powered augmented and 
virtual reality, autonomous AI agents and the emergence 
of personalized AI assistants
 
AI technology will be integrated with augmented reali-
ty (AR) and virtual reality (VR) applications to create 

https://softwaremind.com/services/generative-ai-development-services/
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a more personalized, interactive and engaging user ex-
perience. AR applications will use AI-backed object rec-
ognition software to seamlessly blend digital elements 
into the real world, thereby creating a more realistic and 
immersive experience. Similarly, AI will analyze facial ex-
pressions, voice tone and body language in VR environ-
ments to provide personalized and emotionally resonant 
interactions. 

The second trend is autonomous AI agents with unique 
skills and knowledge, which will collaborate to achieve 
a shared objective that surpasses the conventional AI 
approach. These multi-agent AI tools are highly flexible 
and adaptable and can dynamically assign tasks and 
roles based on current needs. As these systems are 
increasingly implemented into real-world platforms and 
solutions, they will more effectively empower human 
work and help us to do our jobs better.

The third trend focuses on the emergence of person-
alized AI assistants expected to bring about significant 
changes in the way people and companies work. These 
intelligent tools are designed to anticipate needs, opti-
mize tasks and provide personalized recommendations, 
which will improve efficiency and productivity. By analyz-
ing vast amounts of data, AI can offer businesses and 
individuals valuable insights, including identifying trends, 
patterns and anomalies that can inform decision-making 
and strategic planning. Moreover, AI assistants can help 

increase employees’ productivity by providing real-time 
information, personalized guidance and actionable in-
sights. Picture a scenario: You need to extract the infor-
mation required from the preexisting databases in your 
company. What do you do? You open the messaging 
platform used in your organization and ask your custom 
AI assistant for the necessary data by typing or using 
voice commands, specifying the type of file you want to 
receive. Moments later, you will have the file, and the 
assistant will suggest additional information that might 
be useful. Plain and simple.

Our Chamber:
It is important for businesses to implement AI to stay up 
to date, but Software Mind also assists its partners with 
other development projects. In which area do they most 
frequently need your expertise?

Jakub Śmietana:
Driving a digital transformation through addressing the 
major challenges companies face today is the first thing 
that comes up very often. The cost of developing soft-
ware and the time it takes to design better solutions for 
the whole organization can undergo a major shift if you 
cooperate with someone who has the right expertise. 
Many businesses are desperate to update their technol-
ogy, but what may appear to be a simple process can 
quickly become a significant challenge due to outdated 
technology. This tech debt can be an overwhelming bar-

rier for employees. When companies find themselves in 
this situation, they often seek external help, and we are 
a top choice as a software partner.
We have encountered companies still using outdated 
software technologies or struggling with the speed of 
software delivery (too much work for too few engineers). 
Some of them even utilize hundreds of Excel spread-
sheets as databases, rely on ‘analog’ solutions like paper, 
or do not have developers with the necessary skillset in-
house. Simply telling them to switch to a modern cloud-
based solution and ‘write better software’ is not enough. 
Clients need to be convinced about fostering a culture 
of change and developing software more efficiently. We 
assist them in doing it and solving their problems. 
 
There is an important factor that must be taken into ac-
count when implementing software – it is an ongoing 

process. As the industry saying goes, “Software is never 
done.” Even after a successful implementation, it is es-
sential to consider necessary upgrades and inevitable 
updates to existing solutions (so-called Software Deliv-
ery Lifecycle – SDLC). Although it may appear unneces-
sary or costly in the short term, continuously improving 
and utilizing cutting-edge solutions gives your business 
a competitive advantage and ultimately saves time and 
money in the long run.

Our Chamber:
We greatly appreciate that Software Mind has become 
a Strategic Partner of the Chamber. What were the driv-
ers behind this decision? 

Jakub Śmietana:
I believe only in strong and long-lasting partnerships. 
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You must gradually gain the trust of your partners. You 
will not achieve it through sending emails, cold calling, or 
video meetings. The best partnerships are built through 
direct interactions and giving each other opportunities 
and time to get to know each other better. That’s why the 
Swedish-Polish Chamber of Commerce is an environ-
ment where like-minded people can get to know each 
other and, later on, help each other build a business. 
 
Software Minders, as we call people working for Soft-
ware Mind, are a perfect fit for working with Nordic com-
panies. Although our employees work in different teams, 
on various projects and with different people, we have 
observed that they take ownership of their work, act 
with respect towards others and prioritize continuous 
growth, both professionally and personally. Maintaining 
a healthy work-life balance and promoting well-being 
are crucial to our employees’ success. Our organization 
values sustainability, pays taxes in all the regions it op-
erates in and is always open to new ideas. At the end 
of the day, developing software is about the right people 
and the right mindset.

Our Chamber:
Speaking of the human factor in programming. Are you 
not afraid that AI will take your software engineering 
jobs? 

Damian Mazurek:
AI technology in programming is not meant to replace 
software programmers but instead, to enhance their 
work. These tools are designed to streamline repetitive 
tasks such as debugging or code generation, freeing 
up more time for programmers to concentrate on solv-
ing complex problems and fostering innovation. Using 
AI tools can lead to a productivity increase of around 
30% to 40%. This does not mean that companies will 
require 30% to 40% fewer engineers, but rather that they 
will be able to develop solutions that are 30% to 40% 
better. While AI enhances efficiency, it works in tandem 
with human creativity and critical thinking. Software en-
gineers still play a pivotal role in designing algorithms, 
understanding user needs and ensuring the ethical use 
of AI. This means that the role of IT architects and people 
responsible for quality assurance (QA) will become even 
more substantial. Rather than replacing jobs, AI fosters 
a symbiotic relationship, empowering programmers to 
design better, faster and more sophisticated solutions. 
Ultimately, this technology was created by humans and 
is here to elevate their work. It’s just a matter of knowing 
how to take advantage of it.
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By Ewa Sienkiewicz

Pioneering Excellence in Market Entries and Redefining 
Recruitment Dynamics 

Spondeo was founded to aid in expansion in the Polish and CEE markets. It was founded in Poznań, Poland but it has 
recently itself expanded to Lviv, Ukraine and the Czech Republic. It is an industry-independent firm serving clients from 
numerous areas, from manufacturing to IT and everything in between. 
 
Spondeo`s vast portfolio of services and a genuine dedication to values are the keys to the company’s success, pro-
ducing lasting bonds and gaining the trust of many clients. With a comprehensive suite of services tailored for market 
newcomers, Spondeo acts as a strategic partner, guiding entities through the complexities of establishing a presence 
in Poland. The company`s proficiency in regulatory insights, market analysis and tailored advice services enhances its 
ability to act as catalysts for prosperous market entrances.

Our Chamber has interviewed Tuomas Asunmaa, co-founder of Spondeo, tuomas@spondeo.fi.

Our Chamber:
What is Spondeo’s history in Poland?  

Tuomas Asunmaa:
Spondeo is a Polish-Finnish family company. We started 
helping Finnish companies in the Polish market as a side 
business but over the years it grew to be our daily job. 
Right now we have a team of 11 that serves nearly 50 cli-
ents from 7 countries. Our main focus is on go-to-market 
initiatives, increasing revenue and headhunting.  

Our Chamber:
What distinguishes Spondeo from other businesses in 
the industry?  

Tuomas Asunmaa:
We frequently refer to our services as consulting and 
when people think of consulting, they typically think of 
suits, ties, and very elaborate and costly powerpoints. 
Although we may accomplish that, our primary approach 
is to ascertain meeting the clients’ actual goals, as well 
as their resources and budget and then to develop the 
projects accordingly.  
 
90% of our revenues in 2023 were from inbound leads, 
therefore I suppose I can say that our project manage-
ment methodology is appreciated.

Our Chamber:
Where do you see the greatest growth opportunity?  

Tuomas Asunmaa:
Many clients asked us to work on projects in the Czech 

Republic last year, and we are now expanding in that 
area. We will soon release some news about it, but I can 
tell you right now that we have a local partner there with 
excellent business acumen. Overall importance of Po-
land will keep on growing for Nordic companies. Poland 
is not selected as an investment target due to cost rea-
sons anymore, it is becoming a wealthy European market 
where you can get proper prices for goods and services.

Our Chamber:
How does Spondeo handle the challenges the recruit-
ment market is facing these days?

Tuomas Asunmaa:
In 2023 we assisted a Finnish company that entered the 
Polish market in hiring their entire sales staff at once, as 
well as with marketing and other ad hoc support. That 
initiative was a huge success. In recruitment projects we 
focus strongly on headhunting, so that we feel like a de-
tective office sometimes. Recruitment is not what it used 
to be, it requires direct search, smart campaigning, fast 
and informal communication and in the end, we and the 
client need to sell ourselves to the candidates.

Our Chamber:
Regarding membership in the Swedish-Polish Chamber 
of Commerce, what is your opinion?  

Tuomas Asunmaa:
We are delighted to expand our network and to be 
a member of the Swedish-Polish Chamber of Commerce. 
The Chamber’s level of activity and practicality is really 
impressive.

mailto:tuomas@spondeo.fi
https://www.spondeo.pl/
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Tuomas Asunmaa and Weronika Gidel-Asunmaa
Co-Founders of Spondeo
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Tomsteel acts as adviser and an intermediary between some 100 qualified companies providing steel structures and 
companies in need of corresponding services. The company`s  website states:

We have interviewed the founder and owner of Tomsteel Tomasz Staszewski, ts@tomsteel.pl.

Our Chamber:
The range of services you provide is truly impressive. 
Where did the idea for the business come from?

Tomasz Staszewski:
Yes, our clients are only foreign companies. TOMSTEEL 
has operated since 2018, but I started building my brand 
much earlier. I come from a region where there is a lot of 
steel-based manufacturing companies. For many years 
I worked for a company that supplied steel structures 
such as balconies and staircases. I also had the oppor-
tunity to supervise many international projects for major 
production and construction companies in Poland and 
abroad. My tasks included winning orders, negotiating 
but also, managing projects until their final completion. 
This allowed me to gain a lot of experience. In 2005, 
I also became a certified Project Manager meeting the 
standards of the International Project Management As-
sociation (IPMA). The business idea simply grew with 
me.

I met a lot of people from the industry and thus created 
a huge network consisting of manufacturers, suppliers 
but also contractors. Over the years I have had the op-
portunity to get to know the market and its demands. This 
inspired me to founding my own company.

Our Chamber:
What range of services does your company provide in 
Sweden?

Tomasz Staszewski:
My business is based on a cluster principle. I have a large 
database of manufacturers and other industry contacts, 

which makes it easy to provide my clients with a com-
prehensive offer. Services include project optimization as 
well as delivery of the steel structure, together with its 
assembly, at the indicated location.  This includes market 
reconnaissance, creation of a concept, advice on tech-
nical solutions and preparation of a quotation for prod-
ucts, which mainly come from Poland. I assist in finding 
a suitable offer and mediate in negotiations with manu-
facturers. We carry out large-scale projects. Our services 
also include sales of prefabricated units of concrete and 
protection of steel structures against corrosion and fire. 
We have an efficient construction team, responsible for 
installation but also maintenance work at several loca-
tions in Sweden. Our clients can also count on our help 
with employee leasing, which also includes assistance 
with employment formalities. One of my largest projects 
in Sweden was the delivery of steel structures for the 
construction of a flue gas treatment plant at an iron ore 
mine in Kiruna.

Our Chamber:
Can you provide a few examples of recent international 
projects?

Tomasz Staszewski:
I regularly describe some of our projects at LinkedIn so 
I will quote from there:

• We have started assembling of 200 tons steelwork 
for a factory in Iceland. Hard weather conditions dur-
ing ongoing polar night are not a problem to tough 
guys from our team, so we can boast about the pro-
gress of our work.

• We have completed this year the contract for sup-

By Martyna Skowrońska
Steel structures delivered and expertly assembled right on time

“We build from steel. We work 
with those who need”

● To be sure the delivery of the steel structure is on time
● Performance not only in accordance with the standards, but also with 
advice on the best solutions
● Optimization of the design and service with assembly
● Recruitment of workers for workshops or construction sites

mailto: ts@tomsteel.pl
https://www.hugin-consulting.com/
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ply and installation of the steel structure for a plant 
producing animal manure pellets in France. This is 
the first installation of its kind in Europe. As this type 
of investment is perfectly complementary to biogas 
plants the Client is interested to invest and build in 
Poland soon.

• We present with pleasure a recently received Letter 
of Reference from a Swedish client. The company is 
a big player in the energy sector. Our personnel has 
been continuously working for more than 3 years at 
several sites of the client performing assembly, weld-
ing, locksmith and supervisory work.

Tomasz Staszewski
Founder and Owner

• We received an order from a customer in France re-
quiring the fastest possible delivery. Exactly 1 week 
later we received the following message from our cli-
ent after unloading the goods:

•   ,,My stock manager thanks you for having put all 
parts directly in the proper boxes. She saved a lot 
of time!”

Our Chamber:
How would you assess the activities of the Chamber?

Tomasz Staszewski:
I very much enjoy taking part in seminars, mainly be-
cause there is a possibility to participate online. This is 
a big plus.  I haven’t yet managed to start a business 
relationship with any of the other members, but I hope to 
reach the right people soon.
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ARPI Accounting relocates and notes
increased interest in outsourcing

Taco Bar, represented by Explore Markets, is searching 
for a Master Franchisee or Single Franchisees in Poland

Our member firm and strategic partner, the accounting and outsourcing services company ARPI Accounting has moved 
to new offices in Warsaw and welcomes all customers and friends to visit the new location, ul. Puławska 182 on the 11th 
floor in International Office 1 Tower.

We have previously informed about The National System of e-Invoices (KSeF), which will become mandatory in Poland 
in business-to-business from July 1, 2024, https://arpiaccounting.com/en/national-e-invoice-system-everything-you-
need-to-know-before-2024/. 

A recent study by the leading European-based provider of a complete Low-code Application Platform for mass delivering 
business solutions WEBCON shows that 27% of Polish enterprises are not prepared for KSeF.
One of the solutions for coping with the constant changes in the field of accounting is outsourcing this area, which ARPI 
Accounting reports to be a growing trend among the company`s new clients

Taco Bar has since 1983 brought friends, families, dates, and colleagues together over Tacos, Tex Mex and Margaritas. 
The company founded by three friends after a trip to USA & Hawaii in the early 80s became a great success in Swe-
den. Today you can find Taco Bar at more than 45 locations all over Sweden - the chain is continuously expanding and 
welcoming new franchise partners.

Taco Bar has now decided to enter the Polish market and is searching for a Master Franchisee or Single Franchisees 
in Poland! Our member firm, international expansion consultants Explore Markets, represents Taco Bar in this search. 

Please read more here: https://lnkd.in/eWqTytnb or contact Explore Markets directly https://www.linkedin.com/in/fre-
drik-udd/.

NEWS FROM MEMBERS

https://arpiaccounting.com/en/
https://kubo.international/sv/
https://arpiaccounting.com/en/
https://arpiaccounting.com/en/national-e-invoice-system-everything-you-need-to-know-before-2024/
https://arpiaccounting.com/en/national-e-invoice-system-everything-you-need-to-know-before-2024/
https://exploremarkets.pl/
https://lnkd.in/eWqTytnb
https://www.linkedin.com/in/fredrik-udd/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/fredrik-udd/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/fredrik-udd/
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KUBO launches a Swedish language website

Ebury establishes Nordic headquarters
at Vasagatan 10 in Stockholm

The new website of our member firm KUBO, is now also available in Swedish.

KUBO, with offices in Toruń and Gdańsk in Poland and Gothenburg in Sweden, is a vendor in IT recruitment and out-
sourcing. The company provides staffing solutions tailored to specific clients’ needs.
 
With almost 10 years of experience, KUBO offers comprehensive recruitment services and provides complete cus-
tom-built IT teams or individual independent contractors augmenting your existing teams. 
 
The company’s services cover the entire spectrum of the software engineering process, providing skilled professionals 
in both high and low-level projects across various platforms.

Our strategic partner Ebury empowers businesses with the financial tools needed for cross-border trade. It offers has-
sle-free international payments and collections, currency IBAN accounts, tailored FX risk management, flexible lending 
solutions, quick integrations, an easy-to-use platform and more – all in one place.

Key Account Director – Nordic Markets Theodore Anderson (theodore.anderson@ebury.com) wrote in a LinkedIn post:

“This marks another milestone in our global journey, with 32+ offices worldwide, and it’s just the beginning of our Nordic 
adventure!

 Our decision to establish a presence in Stockholm underscores our commitment to providing tailored financial solutions 
to businesses in this dynamic region.

 The Nordic countries are known for their innovation, resilience, and global outlook. By setting up shop in Stockholm, we 
aim to bring our expertise in international cash management solutions such as cross-border payments, FX risk manage-
ment, and business lending closer to businesses in Sweden and beyond.”
We have already received reports about members and connections taking advantage of Ebury`s comprehensive fi-
nancial services including for instance opening accounts in Swedish krona. This service is of particular interest to 
foreign-owned companies in Sweden experiencing problems in establishing bank accounts in Swedish banks, which is 
a major obstacle for both company formation and for conducting business operations in Sweden.

https://tacobar.se/
https://ebury.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/kubo-business-platform/
mailto:theodore.anderson@ebury.com
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The photo shows Sebastian Karlsson, CEO, Lyvia  
Group, speaker at the seminar “Mergers & Acquisi-
tions - opportunities and lessons learned”.

COMING EVENTS

You can register already at our website, https://svenskpolska.se/en/anmalan-en/ or by emailing info@svenskpolska.se.

Please state the name of the event and whether you plan to participate in person or online. 

There might still be speaker or panelist spots available at some events. We are always looking for speakers and pan-
elists as well as topics with the ability to capture the attention of the audience. We normally give priority to our strategic 
partners and then to members, but we sometimes make exceptions.

2024/02/13 2024/09/09

2024/03/22

“Mergers & Acquisitions - opportunities 
and lessons learned” 

“Retail and ecommerce - new habits, new 
technologies” 

“Energy - best practice for sustainabili-
ty and efficiency” 

“Market entry Sweden”

“Innovation – if you want to stay com-
petitive”

“Doing business in Poland”

“Innovative solutions and disruptive tech-
nologies in the construction industry”

“Networking meeting in Warsaw” (not 
available online)

“Logistics and transport - prepare for the 
revolution!”

“Technology at Its Best”

We cordially invite, together with our distinguished event partners, to the following free of charge events. Apart 
from the networking meeting in Warsaw on 8 October 2024, all events will be seminars with a choice to attend 
in person or online, at Bonnierhuset in Stockholm or via Zoom, between 13.00 and 15.15, with subsequent net-
working.

2024/04/08

2024/05/14

2024/06/04

2024/09/27

2024/10/08

2024/10/28

2024/11/25

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ACoAAAiALooB070FiVLZdKTodE3KDtDTSglB5ks
https://www.linkedin.com/company/lyvia-group/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/lyvia-group/
https://svenskpolska.se/en/anmalan-en/
mailto:info@svenskpolska.se
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OFFERS AND ADVERTS
In this section of our newsletter we will mainly publish graphics, with special offers to members and connections of the 
Chamber, and general adverts.

Graphics from members will be free of charge while non- members will have to pay a fee. Please observe that our web-
site also contains, non-graphic, information about special offers and discounts for members, https://svenskpolska.se/ 
en/medlemsrabatter-en/.

Click on the advert to be redirected to the appropriate website.

https://svenskpolska.se/ en/medlemsrabatter-en/
https://svenskpolska.se/ en/medlemsrabatter-en/
https://www.hugin-consulting.com/
https://www.hiondemand.com/
https://www.spondeo.pl/
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https://thesaltoftheearth.net/
https://lesslie.se/
https://www.kam.nu/en/
https://qarbon.it/
https://relout.team/
https://arpiaccounting.com/en/
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:7135899192132075520?updateEntityUrn=urn%3Ali%3Afs_feedUpdate%3A%28V2%2Curn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A7135899192132075520%29
https://pikus.it/contact/
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https://talangeo.com/?page_id=6652&lang=sv
https://en.maxon.pl/
https://wearenavirisk.com/2023/04/phishing-awareness-training-simulating-phishing-attacks/
https://polferries.com/
https://poddstugan.se/
https://nextstepinvests.com/en/
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https://stairs-chudzinski.com
https://asdsystems.eu/en/
https://kubo.international/eng/
https://goodylabs.com/
https://www.imex-logistics.pl/?lang=2
https://leocode.com/
https://igs-production.com/
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Newsletter Our Chamber is published by the Swedish-Polish Chamber of 
Commerce and distributed broadly among our members and contacts as well as 
through posts at LinkedIn. 

Those working with the production are:

Editor and publisher: Jerry Ralowski
Writers: Ewa Sienkiewicz, Martyna Skowrońska, Weronika Sikora, Jerry Ralowski
Composition: Tomasz Pikus (Pikus.IT)

About this publication

Website LinkedIn

https://www.linkedin.com/in/jerry-ralowski-160301/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/esienkiewicz/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/martyna-skowrońska-8643341b8/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/wsikora/.
http://linkedin.com/in/jerry-ralowski-160301
http://linkedin.com/in/tomaszpikus
https://pikus.it/?utm_source=brochure&utm_medium=our_chamber&utm_campaign=about-publication
https://svenskpolska.se/en
https://www.linkedin.com/company/sphk/

